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xABSTRACT
Name : Asti Amri Yani Yaris
Reg. Number : 40300110009
Title : Class Struggle in Capitalist Society in Ally Condie’s Novel 
  “Crossed”
Supervisor I : H. Barsihannor
Supervisor II : Nasrum Marjuni
This thesis studied about the class struggle in capitalist society in Ally 
Condie’s novel “Crossed”. The aim of this thesis is to describe the social condition in 
capitalist society and the interaction of lower class toward upper class in the novel.
The writer used descriptive qualitative method and sociological approach in 
analyzing social condition in capitalist society and the interaction of lower class 
toward upper class in the novel. In this research, the instrument used by the writer 
was note taking. From this instrument, the writer read the novel and identified the 
data, then wrote the sentences and the last, the writer classified the data based on the 
theory.
In this research, the writer found that the novel “Crossed” by Ally Condie, 
showed the social condition in capitalist society like class distinction and human 
exploitation. In class distinction, the class is divided into two classes; upper class and 
lower class. The upper classes are the Society or Institution and Officer. The lower 
classes are cassia, Ky, Indie and Vick. In human exploitation, it shows that lower 
class is exploited by the upper class such us determining their death, activity, citizen, 
love, and punishment. It also showed capitalist exploitation that causes class struggle 
by the lower through rebellion. Class struggle showed in the novel has the same 
goals with Marx’s theory and Islamic perception about getting free from oppression 
and exploitation.
The implication of this thesis is to inform the readers about class struggle 
because of the capitalist oppression. Hopefully, this thesis can contribute to
education as an analysis of literary work, especially for students of English and
Literature Department.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of Research
Literature is a human creativity that tries to describe and retell the reality that
happens in society. In addition literature is as a mirror of human life.  
According to Kennedy (1995:47), literature is a kind of art that can offer 
pleasure and illumination. It gives the beauty, fact, event, imagination born from the 
process of contemplation or observation of social phenomena as living the impact of 
the reality and the restlessness of human being. The purpose of literature is to give 
pleasure and entertainment to people who read it. It can be concluded that the main 
reason of studying literature is to get pleasure. 
Literature is commonly divided into many kinds of. One of them is the novel. 
Danziger (1973: 17) defines that novel is a piece of literary which attempts to 
describe the universe in which we live and try to give a special value, for we can 
learn so much from it. It presents something that we can see in daily life. So, we can 
learn about the world we live in as well. 
Novel and social life are related to one another that we cannot separate the 
novel from the cultural background of the society where the book was written. Novel 
is a story with the prose form in long shape; this long shape means the story 
including the complex plot, many characters and various settings (Doody, 1996: 29). 
Besides, the structures contained within a novel, there is a message to be conveyed 
2by the author to the reader. The message covered with the novel can be assessed by 
sociological approach.
Peck (1993:178) states that “the sociology of literature emphasizes literature as 
an important tool to convey a message to society about the reality of those around 
them”. He described that the novel was written by authors with anxiety the heart of 
the state that are or have occurred in the vicinity.
Most of literary works are social facts. Novel gives variety phenomenon by 
words, such as economics, politics, social and culture. By reading a novel we can 
find soul experience of someone and their lives in society. It shows that there is a 
relationship between literature and social. This is the background why the literary 
works become the material to study the social life of a society.
There is a close connection between literature and social life, because the 
social function of literature is how it involves itself in the midst of social life (Semi, 
1989:56). Literary views its relationship with reality, the extent to which literary 
works that reflects the reality. Therefore, an outline of this approach is an approach 
that tells the various problems of human life especially the society.
Endraswara (2003: 79) state that sociology of literature focuses on human 
problem, because it often express the struggle of human beings to determine their 
future, based on the imagination of an author’s feeling and intuition, because it 
appears that the long struggle of human life will always give variation of literary 
work.
3Al-Quran as a holy book is not only for Muslims relation to God but also the 
Quran is a book that provides guidance to individuals living with the individual and 
social life for Muslims. Although the Quran is not a scientific book, but it discusses 
the phenomenon in society, and the Quran has a solution in solving various problems 
of social life, politics or economy.
Class struggle leads to the incessant strengthening of the proletariat. This 
tendency must result the constitution of the proletariat as the dominant class
(dictatorship of the proletariat). Marx insists upon what makes for his originality,
namely: the idea that class struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, and that this dictatorship only constitutes the transition to the abolition of 
all classes and to a classless society (Resnick and Wolf, 1985:16).
Class struggle happens because of the injustice like class distinction that exists 
in a society and it gives the negative impacts for survival of the community 
especially the lower or the subordinate class and it provide opportunities for the 
dominant class to do whatever they want as oppress or exploit the subordinate class.
This condition is reflected by the authors through their works. One of novel 
which depicts the social phenomenon is Crossed. It is a 2011 novel by American 
author Ally Condie. Crossed is Condie's second novel from trilogy Matched, 
Crossed, Reached. This novel has been praised for international bestseller Matched.
Novel “Crossed” depicts a social condition in which lower society is exploited 
by upper society. The lower society is the people who have no choice to live and 
have to work for maintaining their life. They do everything for their need even work 
4without getting salary. If they cannot work well, they will be murdered. The upper 
society is the institution that has production tool, much money, and they have power
to exploit the workers.
The writer chose this novel because it reflects the social condition about class 
struggle. Reading this novel, then motivated the writer to examine more deeply about 
struggle through the novel Crossed. The writer used the sociological approach to 
know about the social condition in the novel. Moreover, the writer used Karl Marx’s
theory to classify a form of class struggle in capitalist society.
B. Problem Statement
Based on the statements in the background above, the writer formulates the 
problem as follows:
1. What social conditions in capitalist society are portrayed in Ally Condie’s novel 
Crossed?
2. How does the lower class struggle against upper class’ oppression in capitalist 
society as described in the novel?
C. Objective of Research
The objectives of study in this research are:
1. To describe the social conditions in capitalist society portrayed in Ally Condie’s 
novel Crossed.
2. To describe the lower class struggles against upper class’ oppression in capitalist 
society in novel Crossed by Ally Condie. 
5D. Significance of Research
The result of this research is expected to be useful reference about class 
struggle in capitalist society and to increase readers’ social awareness that is
portrayed in Crossed. Another contribution of this research is to help readers know 
more about Marxist theory.
This research is expected to motivate other researchers to do other research in 
connection with the struggle for human development in literary work. Furthermore as 
far as the situation as possible, this research will encourage readers to support
everyone who struggles in capitalist society for better life. 
E. Scope of Research  
In connection to this research, the writer focused on sociological approach, this 
thesis as just to find out social condition of class struggle in capitalist society which 
is represented by the characters in the novel using Karl Marx’s theory. 
6CHAPTER II
REVIEW AND RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Findings
The writer presents some previous findings, which related to this research, as 
follows:
Martha (2011) in his research entitled “Class Struggle a Case Study of Festus 
Iyayi’s Violence and Animata Sow Fall’s The Beggars’ Strike”. The purpose of this 
research is to explore the meaning and important of class struggle in the context of 
the selected texts. He found that the concept of class struggle describes the constant 
conflict among the existing strata in every society. Class struggle is not just a battle 
against capitalism; it is a constant revolt against any social system that creates an 
immoral hierarchy by which the weak and poor are exploited. 
Tenriangka (2010) in her thesis “The Woman Social Classes Issues in the 
Novel the Space between us”. The aim of her research is to analyze the social class of 
woman in the class system in India. She concluded that the most basic class 
distinction is between the powerful and the powerless. It can be happened by some 
factors such as economic structure of work and property and it is the reason why the 
lower classes want to against. 
Rukmayanti (2007) in her thesis entitled “The Struggle of a woman Geisha to 
Get Better Life: A Feminism Analysis on The Main Character of Arthur Golden’s 
Memoirs of A Geisha”. The objective of the study is to find out the main character 
characterization and her struggle to get better life. She uses feminism approach and 
7she found that in the struggle of woman to get better life is a symbol a strong and 
independent woman who has highly survived in facing the details of life in the geisha 
society and succeeded in becoming respected person. It becomes the good example 
for women in the whole society. 
After comparing those three researches above, there is a similarity to the title 
which the writer analyzes. The similarity between the previous researches and this 
research is analyzing about class struggle. While the differences of those three 
researches above are the theories, Rukmayanti used feminism analysis to analyze 
class struggle. While, Tenriangka’s thesis used the sociology of literature method and 
focused on class distinction, then, Martha focused on class struggle and used 
Marxist-Leninist theory. Therefore, the writer also focused on class struggle but the 
theory which was used is different except with Martha’s thesis. The writer used
Marxist theory.
B. Novel
1. Definition of novel
There are some definitions of novel, Kennedy stated “a novel is a book 
length story in prose, whose author tries to create the sense that while we read, we 
experience life” (Kennedy, 1996: 312).
Unlike Kennedy, Abrams gives definition about novel, novel is a fiction 
introduce an imagination word that consists of intrinsic element like setting, plot, 
characteristics, point of view, etc (Abrams, 1981: 61). All of them are existential
elements because depends on the author imagination.
8So literary works and human life are difficult to separate, because literary
work tells about human life, while life is an inspiration for an author to produce a 
literary work. Welleck and Warren said that “literature is a product of man, also 
as an expression of society” (Welleck and Warren, 1978: 20).
Based on the definition of novel above, the writer can conclude that novel is 
one of the literary works of prose that tells about the reality in social life, but 
sometimes fiction too. Novel is not only a book of prose but also it has a deep 
meaning. 
2. Elements of the novel
Novel generally has some main elements that purpose to build up the story 
and to make it feel complete. Those elements are plot, character, setting, and 
theme. In order to give a strong effect and high impression to the writing, the 
author mostly emphasizes the focus only in one or two elements. According to 
Wellek (1978: 217), there are eleven elements of novel; they are plot, character, 
setting, theme, conflict, point of view and characterization. In this sense, the 
writer will focus on character and setting.
a. Plot
Wellek (1978: 217), in The Theory of Literature said that the plot of 
narrative structure is itself composed or smaller narrative structure (episodes, 
incidents). Among many other elements in a story, plot holds them together in 
building a story. Plot has quality if it is exciting us. A successful plot must be 
arranged effectively. According to Perrine (1983:41), “plot is sequence of 
9incidents or events of which a story is composed”, in other words, plot is sequence 
of events in the story.
b. Character     
According to Abrams (1981: 21) character is persons, in dramatic or 
narrative work endowed with moral and dispositional qualities that are expressed 
in what they do. It is different from Abrams. Gill gave other definition about 
character. Character is figure of man in literature. A story is created by through 
existence of character. Character can be described by how characters speak, the 
appearance of characters, and what characters do (1985: 99-103)
In summary, character is qualities of person in play that make the person is
different from the other. 
c. Setting
According to Rozelle (2005: 33), setting is one of the intrinsic elements 
work of fiction which reveals to use when and where events of the plot. In other 
words, everything that happens somewhere at sometime in a literary work is 
called setting. Setting reserve to conditional total environment, physical, 
economical, social, political, and sociological in which the character live.
d. Theme
The theme of novel is its underlying or wisdom that the author is presenting 
seldom is the theme ever states in a novel. Yet, it also proposed as a message 
conveyed by the writer to the readers. In the other wards, theme is the central idea 
in the story (Howland at all, 1990:28).
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Other definition Kennedy (1996: 91) explained that theme is meaning but it 
is not “hidden” and it is not illustrated. Theme is meaning of the story releases, it 
maybe the meanings of the story discover by theme. We mean necessary 
implication of the whole story not a separated part of the story. In summary, 
theme is something that describes the content of the story.
e. Point of view
According to Kennedy point of view is important in telling a story. It 
determines how much the reader must know and can know of what is happening. 
A story can be told from one of four different points of view. The first point of 
view the story as told as though the author is in it (Kennedy, 1996:35).  
f. Characterization 
One of the strongest things about fiction is that authors can make someone 
reacts to a bunch of the words as if they were a real person. These assemblages of 
language can make someone laugh or cry, get somebody angry or indignant and 
even occasionally treat them as more important to someone knows. In the other 
wards characterization is the depicting of clear images of a person (Landow, 
2001:125). 
C. Sociological Approach
Sociological approach is more concerned an individuals and their relationship 
with society, like cultural, economical or political aspect. Kennedy (1995: 1790) 
stated, “sociological approach is sociological criticism examines literature in the 
cultural, economical, and political context in which it is written or received”.
11
Literature performs a picture of life. Life itself is a social reality. It means, the 
social reality is also including the relation intersociety. Intersociety and individual, 
including author which occurs in author’s mind.
Sociology contains an idea which might be used to develop certain social 
attitude as Swingewood (1972: 11-12) stated that aspect of sociology is related to the 
concept of  social stability, of continuity within different societies, the way in which 
individuals come to accept the major social institutions as both necessary and right. 
But of course, sociology is concerned also with the processes whereby society 
changes, gradually, or cataclysmic as in revolution, from one type of society to 
another -from feudalism to capitalism from example- and the affects, which these 
changes have on social structure.
Sociology of literature is a branch study of literary works, which is looking at 
literary work as its relation to the social reality, author, and literary creating process, 
and also the reader of its work (Welleck, 1978: 29).
Watt (2001:102) states that “sociology and literature share the same problems. 
As well as sociology, literature is also dealing with human beings in society as 
human beings try to fit in an attempt to change society”. Thus, the novel can be 
regarded as an attempt to re-create the social world of human relationships with 
family, environmental, political, state, economy, and so is also a matter of sociology.
Laurenson and Swingewood in Endraswara (2003:78) said that although 
sociology and literature have certain differences, but it may provide an explanation 
of the meaning of literary texts.
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So, the main focus of sociology of literature is a literary work itself and its 
relation to the society where the work produced.
Endraswara (2003: 96) said both literature and sociology are both studying 
human life. The difference, literature studies the creation of man as the author's 
imagination, while the sociology studies the human as a divine creation in real terms.
Based on the definition above, the writer concluded that sociological approach 
is one type of literary criticism which examines literature in the cultural, economic 
and political context. And literature is the expression of human life is not separated 
from the roots of society.
D. Marxist Theory
Marxist is a theory to depict social problem in literary work, especially dealing 
with the social changes occurred in industrial society in which the struggle of an
oppressed working class to be free from the capitalist oppression becomes the main 
point of literary analysis. Abcarian (1998) writes,
The Marxist critic analyzes literary works to show how, wittingly or 
unwittingly, they support the dominant social class, or how they, in some way, 
contribute to the struggle against oppression and exploitation. And since critic 
views literature as just one among the variety of human activities that reflect 
power relations and class divisions, he or she is likely to be more interested in 
what a work says than in its formal structure. 
Based on Karl Marx’s writings above, it claims that literary works are 
essentially political because they either challenge or support economic oppression of 
the dominant social class. On the other hands, literary work also mostly criticize the 
practice of human exploitation in the mode of production, distribution and exchange 
that in turn give big inspiration to the working class to struggle against the 
13
exploitation. Dou to it is strong emphasis on the political aspect of the text. Marxist 
theory focuses on the content and themes of literature than on its form. And also 
Marxist critics often look at literature and look for the “hidden” messages especially 
as they; reflect class struggle, reinforce ideas of a dominant class and illusions about 
reality.
Ryan, in his book entitled Literary Theory, explain that the social and historical 
study of literature can take a number of forms, but the one of the most popular in 
literary study is Marxism, which combines an understanding of the social roots of 
literature with a sense of its political ramification. Marxism is appealing in part 
because of the story of human history it tells. Marx conceived of human life in its 
most basic term. It is organized around the production of goods for human 
consumption and survival.
Marx noticed that all societies are arranged in such a way that a large group of 
workers does the labor of production while a small group of owners reaps the 
benefits and accumulates wealth. All history, he contended, is characterized by such 
unequal class arrangements and one result is that all history is characterized by class 
struggle, the conflict between those who own and those who labor (1999: 52).
Class struggle is one of the many theories postulated by Karl Marx. It arises 
originally from Marx’s concept of classless society. That concept is based on the 
common ownership of the means of production, distribution and exchange. Since 
Marx sees the progress in society as coming about through the struggle for power 
between different social classes, class struggle then becomes a class conflict which is 
14
caused by the exploitation of one class by another especially in capitalist society 
(Barry, 1995:156-157).
1. Class Struggle
Class is based on heredity as the only factor to divide people into social 
group. Therefore, there are the nobility, clergy and commoners (Day, 2001: 2). 
Class divisions have been attributed to productive relations, market access, a 
status hierarchy, or culture. Often it seems that they are hard to tell apart from 
other forms of division: racial, gendered, regional, ethnic, religious, and so forth. 
Class societies can be viewed as stable or conflict ridden. Classes are subject to 
historical tendency. This tendency leads to the division of society into two great 
antagonistic classes. The statement of the historical tendency of class struggles 
thus establishes the statement of the polarization of struggles between the 
bourgeoisie and the proletariat 
According to Marx in Martha’s research (2011: 20), class struggle is the 
continual conflict between the capitalist and working classes for economic and 
political power. It is also called class war.
There are many modes of class struggle practiced by people of lower class 
to reach higher social class. The most common ways era class struggle through 
violence, proletarian revolution, and dictatorship of proletariat (Wilczynski:1984) 
According to Marx in Bottomore (1983:169), there are two sub classes in 
capitalist classes in his theory, they are:
15
1) Bourgeoisie
2) Proletariat
Based on the theory of Marx about capitalist classes, the writer took 
bourgeoisie and proletariat. The bourgeoisie is upper class who has a means of 
production and the proletariat is lower class who works in bourgeoisie’s place.
According to the Manifesto the confrontation between the two great classes 
capitalism continually strengthens the men called to wield (the proletariat). And the 
weapons that bring death (the bourgeoisie).
Providing an analysis of class struggle based on the exploitation of labor 
Berberoglu (1994:14) writes:
Marx and Engels stressed that such an analysis must be placed within the 
framework of dynamics of social change in the world historical process and 
that in this context the crucial task is to identify and examine the primary 
motive force of social transformation that defines the parameters of societal 
development: class struggle. 
The quotation above underlines the existing framework of the shifting of one 
type of society to another (from primitive to feudal, from feudal to capitalist, from 
capitalist to socialist) as a process of society. 
In Tuderu’s thesis states that Karl Marx focuses on the social class concept. It 
also discusses to what extent that the Marx’s concept of social class struggle is 
capable to provide a way out to the proletariats, to free themselves from the chains of 
cruelty, violence and alienation in the capitalist system (2008:47).
It can be concluded that class struggle is a collective reaction from the 
laborer about the unfair action from the capitalist. These actions take in the low of 
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low wage, the time working that so long and hard punishment to laborers who 
break the law.
Related to Islamic perception, class struggle is allowed in Islamic teaching. 
In Islam, there is no class distinction because all people have same status. As it is 
stated in Holy Quran surah Al-Hujrat in verse 10:
“The believers are brothers, so make settlement between your brothers. And 
fear Allah that you may receive mercy.
War in Islam is only allowed to against oppression and exploitation. Holly 
Quran deals with war if a weak society is oppressed and there is no way to save 
them. As it is mentioned in Surah Annisa verse 75: 
“And what is [the matter] with you that you fight not in the cause of Allah 
and [for] the oppressed among men, women, and children who say, "Our 
Lord, take us out of this city of oppressive people and appoint for us from 
Yourself a protector and appoint for us from Yourself a helper?"
This verse explains that Holly Qur’an asks the believers to fight against 
oppression which is faced men, women and the weak children. This thing reminds 
us about exploitation and oppression which were experienced by Rasulullah SAW 
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and Muslims in the city of Mecca in the beginning era of Islamic development.  
However, in Islamic perception, fight against oppression is fight in Allah’s way.
2. Capitalist Society
Capital, according to Marx is created with the purchase of commodities for 
the purpose of creating new commodities with an exchange value higher than the 
amount of money in the original purchase. The use of labor power had itself 
became a commodity under capitalism, since the exchange value of labor power, 
as reflected in the wage is less than the value it produces for the capitalist (Tucker, 
1978:444).
Capitalism is an ideology believed that the owner of production can do their 
effort to get the big profit. According to Marx, Capitalist societies are 
dehumanizing because the social relations of production prohibit men from 
achieving the freedom of self-determination that the advance of technology has 
made possible.
Capitalist society is a society who oppresses the proletarian class (lower 
class). They are the owner of production and the employers of wage labor. The 
separation between the possessing class and the working class (labor/lower class) 
represent the same human alienation but bring different impact to the two classes. 
The possessing class feels satisfied and clarified that in this self-alienation is 
experience the alienation as a sign of its own power. Then, the lower class feel 
destroyed and isolated in this alienation, so, they want to against as the result of 
the alienation and the oppression that is done by the capitalist society. 
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According to Berberoglu (1994:156), capitalist society is a society 
characterized by the principles of production relationship between wag labor and 
the owners of the means of production in capitalist system. This society 
establishes capitalism as an economic system in which is owned by private 
individuals or corporation. Individual or corporate ownership of capital and mean 
of production has created the distinction between the capital owners (the 
bourgeoisie) and the workers (the proletariat).  
According to Tucker in Tuderu (2008:34), there are two main classes in 
capitalist society that relate to one another in the production sphere: the capitalist 
(bourgeoisie/the opposing class) and the waged labor (the proletarian/the working 
class.  The first class possesses the means of production and accumulates capital 
through the exploitation of labor. The second class, the working class does not 
possess the means of production but instead uses their labor power to generate 
value for the capitalist as a condition for its survival.  This class includes anyone 
who earns their livelihood by selling their labor power and being paid a wage or 
salary for their labor time. They have little choice; instead they have to work for
capitalist since they typically have no independent way to survive.
In the age of capitalism, Marx describes an economic class where 
membership of a class is defined by one’s relationship to the owner of production, 
one’s position in the social structure that characterized capitalism. Marx tells 
mainly about two classes that included the majority of the population; they are the 
working class and the capitalist. 
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In accordance with understanding above, class struggle is a major conflict 
that is arisen by this capitalist-laborer/ oppressor-oppressed/ exploiter-exploited. 
Drepper in Tuderu (2008: 102) states,
The working class moves toward class struggle insofar as capitalism satisfies
its economic and social needs and aspiration. There is no evidence that workers 
like to struggle anymore than anyone else; the evidence is that capitalism 
compels and accustoms them to do so. 
Base on the quotation above shows that it is the capitalist who cause the 
working class or proletariat to do class struggle. 
3. Forms of Capitalist Society
a. Class distinction; a view of social formation where dominant class exploit the 
subordinate groups to get economic benefits. According to Marx in Tuderu’s
thesis (2008: 41),
Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses… this distinctive 
feature; it has simplified the class antagonism. Society as a whole is more 
and more splitting up into two great hostile camps, into classes directly 
faces each other: Bourgeoisie and proletariat.
b. Human exploitation; term exploitation is related to the act utilizing something 
for any purpose. In this case, exploit is a synonym for to use. Exploitation 
related to the act utilizing other people an unjust or cruel manner.  In political-
economy exploitation involves a long term social economic relationship in 
which the working class are mistreated or unfairly used for the benefit of the 
capitalist system. .  
Based on the theory above, the writer can conclude that class struggle as one 
of theory from Marx’s concept of classless society is conflict between social or 
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politic-economic classes, especially between the capitalist (bourgeoisies or upper 
class) and proletariat classes (lower class). The bourgeoisies is the people who 
possesses and control the means of production. And they exploit the proletariat. 
Karl Marx’s theory about class is used to analyze the existing social 
problems which are marked by class distinction and human exploitation as the 
consequence or implication of the practice of capitalist system.  If people realize 
how capitalism robs them of this self-determination and freedom (economic and 
social) the revolution will come. Class struggle is a brave step towards achieving a 
true utopian society.
E. Synopsis
Crossed tells about struggle, oppression and love, where a girl fights for the 
freedom of herself and her society. She is Cassia. She and her friend Indie live in a 
regime that is called by a named institution, and they are organized by Institute 
officials. The Institutions determine their life, love, work, food, and even their 
deaths. Institution believes that is an effort to make their lives better. If they break 
the law or commit criminal act, as a result, they will be included in the class of 
Aberration or Anomaly.
Anomaly is a class society that was originally chose to be anomalies when new 
institutions are formed, but they prefer to be known as “farmer ". Aberration is the 
lower class of society that is so hated by the Institution. Even institution thinks that 
they do not deserve to live. They are forced to work and be bait to the institution’s
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enemy. And Ky is the Aberration. This condition make Ky wants to escape and be 
free of Institutions.
On the other hand, Cassia in another camp flees outer province to search of Ky, 
her boyfriend and she wants to join the Revolution. She believes the rebellion, the 
pilot as she reads in the writings of Alfred Lord Tennyson’s poem; it is a gift from
her grandfather. She thinks that Revolution will rebel against the Institution like what 
is written in the pamphlets or papers that Ky and Vick found in the Carving. The
pamphlet contains about "history of Our Rebellion against the Society".
Cassia sacrifices everything to meet with Ky, but Xander appears and makes 
difficult situation for Cassia. Xander is a man who is paired with Cassia by
institutions. In the institution, nothing happened as expected. And now cassia faced 
with two difficult choices that Ky or Institution or rebellion.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
A. Method of Research
In this research, the writer used descriptive qualitative method with 
sociological approach. According to Gerard (2001), qualitative method is usually 
note concerned with testing of hypotheses previously from the theory. this method 
was intended to describe the social condition and the struggle in capitalist society 
that is reflected in the novel “Crossed” by Ally Condie. 
B. Source of Data
The writer took the data from the novel Crossed by Ally Condie. This novel 
consists of fifty four chapters and 360 pages. It was published in 2011.  
C. Instrument of Research 
In collecting data, the writer used note taking by using a piece of colored 
paper as instrument of the research. After reading the Crossed novel and the other 
supporting references, the writer made some notes to classify the important unit or 
sentence that related to the problems and the objectives of the research. 
D. Procedures of Data collection 
In this research, the writer applied some procedures of collecting data as 
follows:
1. The writer firstly read the novel carefully and understood the novel deeply.
2. The writer identified social condition in capitalist society and class struggle 
against capitalist’s oppression in the novel
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3. The writer wrote down the data from novel to piece of colored paper.
4. The writer classified social condition in capitalist society and class struggle 
against capitalist’s oppression based on the theory.
E. Technique of Data Analysis 
The data was analyzed by using intrinsic and sociological approach. 
Intrinsic approach is used to identify class struggle in capitalist society based on 
the contents or dialogue in the novel. The writer used sociological approach to 
analyze the struggle of the lower class in capitalist society of this novel based on 
the Karl Marx’s theory.
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CAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Findings
Ally Condie’s novel entitled Crossed is a novel that depicts about four characters 
who want to struggle from capitalist’s oppression and to get better life. The 
characters show the social condition and their struggle in capitalist society. In 
understanding the data, the writer presented explanation, D is Datum, C is Chapter, 
and P is Page. Based on that, the writer found that:
1. The social condition in capitalist society in the novel Crossed. 
In this chapter, the writer analyzes the social condition in capitalist society such 
us class distinction and human exploitation in capitalist system in the novel Crossed
by Ally Condie using Karl Marx theory. 
a. Class distinction
In the capitalist society, there is a class distinction in which the members 
of society are divided into two main classes; upper class is the class which is 
called as bourgeoisie and the lower class is the class which is called as 
proletariat or worker.   
1) Bourgeoisie
Bourgeoisie or upper class is the first grade class in capitalist society 
because they are the owner of means of production and they have big 
financial or economic power, education and political power. In the object of 
research, the writer found the characters that are categorized as upper class. 
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The bourgeoisie or upper class in the novel is Society. Society is not meant 
as the true society but it is the institution that has means of production and 
all controls to all people.
a) Society/Institution
I knew even before they pushed me onto that train back in Oria that the 
Society would never use us to fight. They have plenty of technology and 
trained Officer for that. People who aren’t Aberration and Anomalies. 
(D1/C3/P18)
“They society must be running out of bodies, “I say to Vck, keeping my 
voice low. 
“Maybe that’s the plan, “he says
We both know the society wants the aberration dead. It explains why 
we’re dumped out here. Why we don’t get to fight.  But there’s another 
question, one I can’t answer:
“Why do they hate us so much?
(D2/C5/P45)
“It’s stupid, “ I tell Eli, “ But it’s more realistic than some  of the stuff 
the Society has done. A few of of the village around here started as 
farming communities for aberration. Cotton was one of the crops the 
society had them try to grow. This was back when more water was.  
(D3/C5/P49)
They might think we dead instead of escaped.
Vick laugh. Both the Society and Enemy have infrared. Whoever’s 
above will see us run.
(D4/C5/P51)
The Society Fist The Society’s first order of business, as we all sit in 
well-chilled air and shiver, is to promise us coats. “Before the Society, 
when the Warming happened, things changed in the Outer Provinces 
“the Official tells us.
(D5/ C8/ P78)
Some of the boys begin humming and singing as they work. I go cold as I 
recognize the tone, although I shouldn’t be surprised by what they sing. 
It’s Anthem of the Society the Society took music away by choosing the 
Hundred Songs carefully-complicated songs that only their engineered 
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voices can navigate easily-and the Anthem is the only one tone that 
most people can carry. 
(D6/C7/P65-66)
b) Officers 
“Cassia,” the Officer says. “Please come with me to the main hall. We 
have a communication for you. The other girls stare at me in surprise. 
And then a chill cuts through me, I know it must be. My Officer, 
checking in on me from the port. 
(D7/C2/P15)
“It will melt too fast.” But no one listened to me. The Officials still keep 
us thirsty and what water we do have tastes like the insides of our 
canteens. The closest river now is poisoned rain doesn’t come often. 
(D8/C3/P19)
Two officers push open the door. “We need two girls from this cabin,” 
One of them says. “Bunk 8 and Bunk 3. “The girl from Bunk 8 sit up 
looking started and tired. 
Bunk 3, indie’s Bunk is empty. 
“She’s to run.”
While the officers are distracted with pulling the girl from Bunk 8 and 
calling into their miniport about indie, I move fast.
(D9/C6/P59) 
Another Officers hauls indie on board as the rest of us finish filing 
through the door. There are claw marks on his face. Filed dirt streaks 
us uniform and her plainclothes, like wounds sleeping soil.
“She tried to run,” “he says , pushing her into the seal next to me. 
He snaps a pair of hand locks onto indie’s wrists.
She doesn’t flinch at the sound of them snapping shot, but I do.
“They’re Aberration.”
(D10/C6/P61)
When the Officer points at Indie a few moments later, she stands up 
and walks with her head bowed and her locked hands held obediently 
in front of her. 
Indie does a good job pretending to be broken, I think to myself. 
Across the ship, the girl they searched after me begins to sob.
(D11/C8/ P70)
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2) Proletariat 
Proletariat or lower class is the people who worked for upper class. They 
don’t have social status, less financial. They even don’t have education that 
can bring them to get the good life. In this novel, the writer found four
characters that are included to lower class or proletariat. The characters are 
Cassia, Ky, Vick and Indie. 
a) Cassia 
[…]This next work assignment will be my final one. After this, I’ve been 
informed, I will go on to Central, the biggest City of Society, for my final 
work position in one of the sorting centers there. A real work positions
not this digging in the dirt, this hard labor.
My three month’s work detail has taken me to survival camps.
(D12/C2/P7)
This evening I was the last one inside, my hands stained dark with dirt 
from a different part of the field. It’s why I hurried to wash my hands; 
what I hope Indie didn’t notice with her sharp eyes as the stood behind 
me. … In this camp, I try to conceal the fact that I’m a Citizen from the 
other workers. Though the Society usually keeps knowledge of status 
confidential, I’ve overhead conversations between some of girls about 
having to give up their tablet containers. 
(D13/C2 P13)
And it’s a place to meet where a girl lives.
He didn’t say at the girl’s home. He understands. He’s right. I live here. 
But this work camp is not home. I could call Oria home.
(D14/C4/P24)
“You have ten minutes to say good-bye,” the Official tells us. His voice, 
now that we are back in the camp, sounds sharper than it did before. He 
pulls out his data-pod and nods the Officer waiting to take me back to my 
Cabin.
(D15/C4/P33)
“Why are you an Aberration?” Indie asks. “Are you the first 
generation?”
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“Yes,” I say. I caused my own Reclassification. That’s true, too, or will 
be. 
(D16/C12/P133)
“State your full name, please,” a pleasant-voiced man says.
“Cassia Maria Reyes.”
Nothing. No flicker. No sign of recognition at the name, no mention of 
Grandfather or the Pilot. I knew better than to expect it, but I still feel a 
tiny chill of disappointment. 
“Society status.”
Decide, quickly, how much to tell. “Citizen, as far I know.”
“How did you come to be in Outer Province?”
(D17/C52/P354)
b) Ky
In these camps, I try to conceal the fact that I’m Citizen from the other 
worker. Through their own mistakes or those of their parents-some of 
these girls have lost their Citizenship. They’re Aberration, like Ky.
(D18/C2/P13)
“All right,” Vick says after a moment. It’s settled then. We’re going to 
run. Soon.
Vick and I work fast. 
[…] we used to sing them together while a worked. 
(D19/C7/P65-66)
“How long have you been an Aberration?
“Since I was child,” I say. “I was three years old when they Reclassified 
us.”
“And who caused it?”
I don’t to answer but I can tell we’re on the edge. 
“My father, I answer. We were Citizen in the Society. We lived in one of 
the Border Provinces. Then the Society accused him of having ties with a 
rebellion and sent us all out to the Outer Provinces.”
(D20/C37/P280)
I wonder that Enemy think of us. These people that the Society rarely 
bothers to defend. They gun us down and then we crawl back out in a 
seemingly endless supply. Do we seem like rats, mice, fleas, some kind of 
vermin that can’t be killed? Or does the Enemy have some idea of what 
the Society is doing?
(D21/C9/P74)
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“Please state your full name.”
Which one should I use? “Ky Markham, I say.
“Society Status?”
“Aberration.”
“How did you learn about the Rising?”
“My father was a member of it a long time ago.”
“How did you find us?”
“From a map we found in the Carving.”
(D22/C52/P358)
c) Indie
Indie one of the other girls in my Cabin, pushes past me on her way sink.
(D23/C2/P7)
Bunk 3, indie’s bunk, is empty. 
She’s to run. 
While the officers are distracted with pulling the girl from bank 8 and 
calling into their miniport indie, I move fast. 
(D24/C6/P7)
Another Officers hauls Indie on board as the rest of us finish filing 
through the door. There are claw marks on his face. Filed dirt streaks us 
uniform and her plainclothes, like wounds sleeping soil.
“She tried to run,” “he says, pushing her into the seal next to me. 
He snaps a pair of hand locks onto indie’s wrists.
She doesn’t flinch at the sound of them snapping shot, but I do.
“They’re Aberration.”
(D25/C6/P61)
“The name of your other  companion, the girl who is girl who is here 
now?”
“Indie.”
“Last names?”
“I don’t know.” It’s true of indie and partly true of Ky. 
What was his last name when he first lived out here?
“Did you find any indication as to where the people in the canyon might 
have gone?”
“No.”
(D26/C52/P355)
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d) Vick 
Vick laughed a cold sound. In the absence of any Officials or Officers he 
has become unofficial leader out here and sometimes the other decoys that 
he doesn’t actually have any power within in Society. They forget that 
he’s an Aberration too. 
(D27/C3/P20)
Some of those who lived in the Outer Provinces managed to hold onto 
their old songs. 
We used to sing them together while we worked.
(D28/C7/P66)
“My father was on Officer,” he says and I’m not at all surprised. It makes 
sense: Vick’s bearing, ability to command, the way he said the coats were 
military-grade, the fact that he once lived by the army bases. What could 
have happened to cause the reclassification of someone in such good 
standing- remember of a family of Officers?
(D29/C17/P171)
b. Human Exploitation
Human exploitation is related to the action of upper class or bourgeois to 
lower class or proletariat with an unjust or cruel manner. The working class are 
mistreated or unfairly used for the benefit of the capitalist system.
Kinds of human exploitation by upper class to lower class.
Based on the novel, the writer found the kinds of human exploitation
which are practiced by the bourgeoisie to proletariat. They are as follows:
1) Determining death 
We have to hide the body because we’re not supposed to die in this holding 
camp. We’re supposed to wait until they send us out to the villages so the 
Enemy can take care of us to be afraid of dying. But I’m not. I’m only of 
dying wrong.
(D30/C1/P4)
“Don’t try to run”. I told to the others too, but new decoys never listen. 
They believe what the Society told them on the way out here: Do your time 
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in the villages and we’ll bring you home in six months. We’ll give you 
Citizen Status again.
No one lasts six month.  
When I climb out, there will be black buildings and splintered gray 
sagebrush, fallen bodies strewn along the orange sandy earth.
(D31/C3/P17)
2) Determining Activity
In spite of the full meal portions, I’ve grown thinner from all the work. My 
eyes have shadows because I can’t sleep now, even though the society 
doesn’t monitor our dreams here. Though it worries me that they don’t 
seem to care very much about us, I like the new freedom of sleeping without 
tags. 
(D32/C2/P9)
The only time we can see people is when the Society allows it. In life, on the 
port on a microcard. Once there was a time when the Society let its citizens 
carry around picture off of those they loved
(D33/C2/P9)
I Remember the gifts he gave me: the pointing, the blue tablets neatly rowed 
in their compartments. Even the compass I realize, my gift from Ky, was 
something Xander saved for me once, on that back in the borough when 
they took the artifacts.
(D34/C4/P32)
We hold on to each other 
The society’s music play around and over us, but our thoughts are always 
our own.
(D35/C4/P33)
We hold each other. This is not how I thought it would be to fly high. 
No sight of what lies below or where the stars.
Might be when night comes. The pilot in the front compartment of the air 
ship looks out, but the Society keeps the rest of us from the sight of our own 
flight.
(D36/C6/P62)
3) Determining Love
“It’s been five month since our Matching,” he says. “all the Matches from 
our month are having their first face-to-face meetings. The Department 
hasn’t eliminated that yet.
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(D37/C4/P24)
“People fall in love.” “I say, my voice hoarse. “happens.”
“Not Anomalies and citizens.” Vick says. “And most people don’t celebrate 
their contract.”
I draw in my breath. She was an Anomaly? They celebrate their contract?
“It wasn’t sanctioned by the Society, “he says. “ But when the time came I 
chose not to be Matched. And I asked her parents if could contract with her. 
They said yes. The Anomalies have their own ceremony. No one recognizes it 
but them.”
(D38/C17/P174)
4) Determining Punishment
No one talk about the Rules of Reclassification back in Oria, and I used to 
worry that I could cause the Reclassification of my family….the Rules are 
this: if a parent becomes Reclassified, the whole family does, too. 
But if a child becomes Reclassified, the family does not, the child alone 
bears the weight of the Infraction. 
(D39/C2 P14)
Another Officers hauls indie on board as the rest of us finish filing through 
the door. There are claw marks on his face. Filed dirt streaks us uniform 
and her plainclothes, like wounds sleeping soil.
“She tried to run,” “he says, pushing her into the seal next to me. 
He snaps a pair of handlocks onto indie’s wrists.
She doesn’t flinch at the sound of them snapping shot, but I do.
“They’re Aberration.”
(D40/C6/P61)
2. Class struggle in capitalist society 
In the novel, the writer also found the reaction of proletariat because of 
bourgeoisie’s exploitation. The reaction is a class struggle that the proletariats 
do because they always get the unfair action from the bourgeoisie. So, they 
want to be free from the bourgeois’ oppression or exploitation through struggle 
against the bourgeoisie. The dialogs and narrations as follow:
If I could only get the Outer Provinces to use them, on nights like tonight-
the night before a transfer-I have to find my way back to where I planted 
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them and hope I remember the spot.
(D41/C2 P13)
This part of the word used to be my home. 
I hate what the Society has done to it. “My Village was only a few miles 
away. I know the area.”
“So are you going to run?” Vick asks. 
There it is. The real question. The one we all ask ourselves all the time . Am 
I going to run? I’ve thought about it every day, every hour. 
[….] “And the closest river is to for away, I say. 
“We can’t escape that way.”
“Then how?”  Vick asks. 
“We’re not going to go across or down. We’re going to go through.”
Vick turn “Through what?”
“The Canyons, I tell him.
(D42/C5/P50)
The pilot leads the Rising. The rebellion against the Society and the pilot 
never died. When one pilot’s time has finished, another comes to lead.
And so it goes on, over and over like a stone rolling. 
[…] there’s a rebellion. Something real and organized and longstanding, 
with a leader. 
Ky and I are not alone. 
(D43/C6/P55)
“wake up,” I whisper so softly that I can barely hear myself. 
“We’re not alone. I put one foot over the edge my bed. 
I could climb down and wake other girls and tell them about the rising. 
(D44/C6/P56)
There’s no time to worry it now. 
I slip down from my bunk to follow the officers and the crying girl. 
The other in my cabin protent to sleep, just like the people in the borough on 
the morning they look KY. 
“Run indie, “I whisper under my breath. I hope we both get what we want. 
(D45/C6/P60)
“Ky, “Vick says, and then he suddenly gets it.”You figuring out a way to 
turn this back into ammo.”
“it won’t be much good,” I say. “it’ll only do one big blast,and you’ll have 
to treat it like a grenade. Throw the gun and run away.”
Vick likes the possibilities. “we could put rock, other stuft in there. Have 
you figured out the fuse?
“Not yet,” I say “That’s the hardest part.”
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“Why, he asks, speaking low so the others can’t hear. 
“It’s a good idea, sure, but it’s going to be too hard to set it off while we’re 
running.”
“It’s not for us.” I say and I glance again at the others 
“We’ll teach them how to do it before we leave.
(D46/C7/P64)
And I have no idea what we’re going to find in the Carving. I’m not trying 
to lead. 
I only want to survive.
“How about this?” we’ll go tonight 
(D47/C7/P65)
In the night, it feels like we’re running fast over the back of some kind of 
enormous animal, sprinting over its spines and through patches of tall, 
thin, gold grass that now glimmers like silver fur in the moonlight.  Soon 
enough we’ll be the most exposed.
[…] Eli and I move fast, no instinct left but to live. Nothing in my mind 
except run. 
(D48/C9/P78)
The door opens 
“Cassia,” the man says. We’ve analyzed your information.”
“Yes?” Where will they send me?
“We’ve decided that would best
(D49/52/P357)
B. Discussions
In this part, the writer explains the social condition in capitalist society and the 
ways of the characters, the lower class do class struggle against capitalist’s 
exploitation in the capitalist society in the novel Crossed by Ally Condie. It is based 
on the dialog and narration in the novel. The data is taken from the novel Crossed by 
Ally Condie.
1. Social condition in capitalist society
Capitalist society meant by this research is the society characterized in two 
great classes in capitalist society. They are the bourgeoisie and proletariat. There 
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is separation between the possessing class and the working class (lower class) that
has created the distinction between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. This
distinction gives the chance to the bourgeoisie to practice human exploitation on 
the proletariat. The writer explains about that based on the novel. 
a. Class distinction
Class distinction is a social formation where dominant class exploits the 
subordinate groups. Class distinction is divided into two main classes; 
dominant class and subordinate class. The dominant class is the bourgeoisie 
and the subordinate class is the proletariat. 
1) Bourgeoisie
In the novel, there is a bourgeoisie that includes Society or Institution 
and the Officer.
a) Society/Institution
Based on the findings, the writer explain the upper class or the 
bourgeois in datum 1, Society never allow the proletariat to fight. 
Because the Society has a big technology and they trained the Officer. 
The officer who they trained is not the proletariat it means that it’s not 
the Aberration or Anomalies. In this data, the writer found that Society is 
bourgeoisie who makes people work for them. They have a big 
technology and the workers don’t.
In datum 2, explain that the Society want the Aberration dead. 
The Society hate the Aberration as the proletariat, they just used as the 
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bait for the Society’s enemy. So it explains that The Society is upper 
class or bourgeoisie and they exploit the lower class. In datum 3, the 
Society order to the Proletariat to plant cotton. But actually the cotton 
cannot grow, because the Society only wants the proletariat become a 
bait to enemy. It shows that the Society as upper class and the proletariat
as the lower class or workers. In this data, the writer found that Society 
hate the aberration and use aberration as decoys for the enemy. This 
shows that Society is bourgeoisie by exploiting the working class.
In datum 4 and 5, the Society as the bourgeoisie or upper class has 
a things that the proletariat or lower class has not that things. If the 
proletariat will run or free from the Society, it is impossible. Because the 
Society has a technology or power to find them, like infrared. Infrared is
one of modern tools that have by Society to find out the Worker who 
want to escape from the Society. In datum 6, the Society as the 
bourgeoisie has the Anthem. Anthem is Society’s music that everyone 
can sing it when the proletariat is working. In these data, the writer also 
found that Society is a bourgeoisie because Society do not let the 
working class going out from the camp in which they work. If they want 
to escape, they will be found by infrared by Society.
b) Officer
Based on the findings, the writer explains the other upper class or 
the bourgeoisie in datum 7, the Officer calls Cassia. The Officer tells to 
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Cassia that she has a communication. In this case, cassia is the proletariat 
and Officer is the upper class. Then The Officer commend to Cassia for 
come with him to the main Hall. In datum 8, the Officer as the upper 
class who exploits the lower class by didn’t give the lower class or 
proletariat drink. So that, the proletariat always thirsty when they 
working, even the Officer has poisoned the river so the proletariat cannot 
drink when they so thirsty. In these data, the writer found that Officer is 
categorized as bourgeois because the Officer commands Cassia coming 
to the hall and the Officer didn’t give the workers  a drink even though 
they are thirsty. 
In datum 9, the Officer as the bourgeoisie needs other girls in 
Cassia’s cabin. They will take the girls from the Bunk 8 and Bunk 3, but 
one of them is missed, it’s Indie’s Bunk. Indie was run. The Officers
pulls one of the girls and inform about Indie who has missed from her 
Bunk. The Officers use the miniport to inform something to the other 
Officer. They have modern tools like miniport to control the workers or 
proletariat. In this data, the writer also found that the Officer is 
categorized as bourgeoisie that pulls one of the girls and inform about 
Indie who has missed. They have control to the workers.
In datum 10, the Officer hauls, pushes and claws Indie’s face 
because she tries to flee. The Officer not only hauling and clawing
Indie’s face but also putting and lock Indie’s hand. Then, the Officer 
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states that Indie, Cassia and the other girls is the Aberration. In datum 
11, the Officer as the bourgeoisie has a thing that the proletariat doesn’t. 
Because they give Cassia and the other worker the equipment or tools, 
such us clothes a canteen for their drink etc. In these data, the writer 
found that the Society/Institution and the Officers are categorized as the 
upper class or bourgeoisie because the officers do anything that they 
want like hauling, pushing, and clawing to the workers if the workers 
want to break the rule.
2) Proletariat
a) Cassie
Based on the findings, the writer could explain the proletariat or the 
working class in datum 12, Cassia has worked for three months to 
survive her life, she will be transferred to the other place, it is in Central, 
the biggest City of Society. It explains that cassia is a worker or 
proletariat/the lower class. In datum 13, Cassia is washing her hand, 
because her hand dirty after she work in different part or field. And she 
hides her Citizen from the other workers. In datum 14 and datum 15, 
explain about Cassia is a worker, she lives in the Society camp, her work 
camp, she meet with her friend and the Officer call her to back to her 
Cabin or camp. In these data, the writer found that Cassia is categorized 
as lower class or proletariat. Cassia is a worker and she has worked in 
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Society for three months. And the working class is categorized as 
proletariat.
The other data that show Cassia as proletariat is in datum 16.
Cassia’s friend, Indie asks to Cassia about her class status, the class is 
Aberration. It is the lower class that is so hated by the Institution or 
Society. And Cassia answer Indie’s question, and states that she is an 
Aberration. And her status caused by herself. Someone can be an 
Aberration when someone makes a mistake to the rules of Society or 
bourgeoisie, it called Reclassification.  In datum 17, Cassia mentions her 
name and her status in Society. It proves that she is a proletariat. In these 
data, the writer found that Cassia is a proletariat that she mentions her 
own class status. She is an aberration and aberration in the novel is a 
working class.
b) Ky
Based on the findings, the writer can explain the proletariat in 
datum 18, Ky is one of the Aberration, like the other girls that have lost 
their Citizen and get Reclassification because of their own mistakes or 
their family. In datum 19 describe that Ky is proletariat and he wants to 
run out with his friend, he wants to run out because the 
Society/Institution exploit him. In datum 20, Ky has been an Aberration 
for three years old, it caused by his family. It shows that Ky is a 
proletariat/working class. In datum 21, the Society thinks that the upper 
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class/proletariat/worker like Ky and other decoys is nothing. The Society 
considers that the lower class likes the kind of a little animal or vermin, 
rats, mice and fleas. Then, in datum 22, Ky mentioned his full name and 
his status in Society as an Aberration. In these data, the writer found that 
Ky is categorized as proletariat or lower class because she is an 
aberration. Aberration in the novel is a working class and working class 
is categorized as proletariat or lower class.
c) Indie
Based on the findings, the writer can explain the other proletariat in 
datum 23, Indie is one of the worker, she work with Cassia in the same 
cabin. The worker is the lower class it means that she is the proletariat. In
datum 24, Indie looked for by the Officer, she is not in her Bunk and she 
tries to run out, and the Officer inform about Indie’s problem to the other 
Officer into miniport the modern tools of Society. In datum 25, Indie 
hauled and clawed by the Officer, because he tries to run out from the 
Society. The Officer puts the handcuff to Indie’s hands and the Officer 
said that she is an Aberration. It means that Indie is one of the lower class 
like Cassia and Ky. In datum 26, Indie is Cassia’s friend, Cassia states 
that Indie is her friend who run out together to find the revolution to 
across the canyon. In these data, the writer found that Indie is a 
proletariat. In the novel shows that Indie is Cassia’s friend who works in 
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the Society. Indie is looked for  in her bunk by the officer and hauled by 
the officer because she want to run out from Society. 
d) Vick
Based on the finding, the writer can explain the proletariat in datum
27 and datum 28, Vick is Ky’s friend, he is likes Ky an Aberration too. 
But he is a leader in his work camp. And they sing while they worked. In
datum 29, Vick states that he is get the reclassification and become an 
Aberration, though he from a Officer’ family, it means that everyone can 
get the reclassified from their family or herself when they don’t obey the 
Society’s law though from member of  the Officers/bourgeoisie/upper 
class. In these data, the writer found that Vick is categorized as 
proletariat that he is the leader of the work camp. He was an officer 
family but he broke the Society rule. However he gets punishment to be 
an aberration or working class. 
b. Human exploitation
Human exploitation is the action from bourgeoisies to the proletariats 
unfairly for their own advantage. The exploitation involves a long term social 
economic relationship in which the working class are mistreated or unfairly 
used for the benefit of the capitalist system. Most of the content in the novel 
tell about human exploitation, as following:
1) Determining death
In datum 30, one of the Officer say to Ky and the other worker that 
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Society wants the Aberration afraid of the death, but Ky isn’t afraid of it. 
They will die before they can fell the last food, without saying the last word. 
They must obey the Society’s rule. It shows that a big problem in the 
interaction between the two classes; it is Aberration as the proletariat 
exploited by the upper class or the bourgeoisie (Society/Officer).  In this 
data, the writer found that the Officer wants all the workers to be afraid of
death so they should obey the Society’s rule. If they do not obey the rule, 
they will be murdered by the Society. However, this is a kind of human 
exploitation practiced by Society as bourgeois. Bourgeoisie determine the 
proletariat death.
In datum 31, Ky told the other working class not to believe the 
Society. The society told the working class to stay in the camp for six moth. 
If the working classes have done their work there for six month, the Society 
will bring them home and give them citizen status again. In fact, nobody can 
survive to live in six month, it is just about the Society’s way to make them 
as a decoys. The working class will be died the because Ky saw that there 
are many victim around the camp. In this data, the writer found that the form 
of human exploitation practiced by the Society is to determine the working 
class death by putting them as a decoy. All decoys cannot survive because 
they will be died there.
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2) Determining Activity
In datum 32, Cassia becomes thinner because of her working that she 
has done, she said that although the Society does not monitor the workers 
dream and they don’t care about it. She likes with the new rule from the 
society, she fells free when sleep without tags. It means that dream is the 
only one the proletariat have, the Society doesn’t control the dream. The 
Society monitors the worker’s life. Like, their love, life and freedom. They 
cannot choose what they want. In this data, the writer found that human 
exploitation is practice by the bourgeoisie to proletariat by monitoring all 
proletariat’s activity except dream.                                                                                                                             
In datum 33, The Society do not allow the worker or their citizen to 
bring something like a picture or other thing that related to the worker 
family although it is the only one thing that they have in their life. In this 
data, the writer found that the upper class exploited the lower class. The 
only time they can see the other people, it just when the Society (upper 
class) gives permission. The upper class limits the lower class’ activity. The 
lower class cannot do anything because the Society as the upper class has a 
big power to exploit them.
In datum 34, Cassia remembers the gift which is given by her friend 
Ky and Xander. She saw the gift in Society’s room. The Society took it 
from her. It means that the worker cannot have something to be saved. 
Society’s action is very cruel that forbids the workers save something for 
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their self. Such way done by Society shows them that they have a big power 
to exploit the working class. It proves that the Society as the upper class 
exploit the lower class/proletariat. In this data, the writer found that the 
bourgeois exploit the proletariat by determining whatever the proletariat 
should have. In this case, all the things proletariat has are taken by 
bourgeoisie.
In datum 35, the Society play music around the worker, but the 
worker’s mind still their own not the Society. The Society plays the music 
because they want to be heard. They want the working class hear and pay 
attention to the music and do not think everything out of the music. It means 
that. The working class cannot think, hear, and pay attention to others 
except the society music. In this data, the writer found that the form of 
exploitation practice by the Society is determining the working class though 
by asking them to think what the Society want. 
In datum 36, Cassia is brought by the society by a flight. In the flight, 
Cassia and the other working class are put in the flight with no window so 
they cannot see anything when they are flying. This is the first flight of 
Cassia and she thinks that in the flight she will see the sight from the top but 
it just her hope. The fact, she gets nothing. In this data, the writer found that 
the Society as the bourgeoisie does unfair action to the working class 
through bringing them in a flight with no window and the window just 
provided for the pilot place.   
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3) Determining Love
In datum 37, Cassia’s match says that all the marches from our month 
are having their first face-to-face meeting. Department of Matches will 
allow the matches if it has been five months. The people who have been 
matched by the department cannot live together; they will meet if the 
department allows them. In this data the writer found that the Department of 
Matches is the way of Society to determine the working class’ love. This is 
a form of human exploitation practiced by the Society. However, the 
working class as proletariat cannot fell their happiness because they are 
forbidden to decide their own choice.     
In datum 38, Vick remembers when he wanted to marry Leny, but it 
just about his hope. The society didn’t allow them to be matched. The 
Society asked Leny’s family to go away from the province. All the decisions 
held by the Society include couple. In this data, the writer found that human 
exploitation practiced by the Society as the bourgeoisie is determining the 
working class’ love. The working class who falls in love with the other 
cannot chose them as couple. It has to be matched by the society.
4) Determining Punishment                              
Based on the findings, the writer explains the human exploitation. In
datum 39, it shows about the rule of Reclassification. It’s something like 
punishment for someone who breaks the rule. The rule shows that there is 
an arbitrary action of bourgeoisie to decide anything the proletariat has. 
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Giving the proletariat a punishment through unfair manner is kind of human 
exploitation. In this data, the writer found that human exploitation is 
practiced by bourgeois to the proletariat through giving them a certain 
punishment namely rule of reclassification in which a child reclassified, the 
child will bear the weight of the Infraction.
In datum 40, Officer hauls indie and puts handcuff to Indie’s hands. 
The action from the Officer to Indie make her becomes hurt. It shows that 
officer behaves Indie as if Indie has no right to prevent it. In this case, 
Officer is categorized as Bourgeoisie because of what the Officer has done 
to Indie as a working class. Officer has made Indie like a thief who must get 
the hard punishment. In this data, the writer found that Officer is 
bourgeoisie who exploits Indie as a proletariat. The form of human 
exploitation done by the bourgeoisie to proletariat is a big punishment and 
proletarian cannot fight back.
Based on the explanation above, the writer concluded that there are class 
distinction and human exploitation in capitalist society. It describe about the 
social condition in capitalist society. Class distinction is divided into two main 
classes; the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. The bourgeoisie are the Society or 
Institution and the Officers. Human exploitation is related to the action of 
upper class or bourgeois to lower class or proletariat with a cruel manner. 
Then, based on the novel, the writer found the kinds of human exploitation 
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which are practiced by the bourgeoisie to proletariat such us determining death, 
activity, love and punishment. 
Based on holy Quran surah Al-Hujrat verse 10, all people are brothers so 
we should make settlement between the other people, a good relation. However 
in Islam, there is no separation between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat and 
if the bourgeoisie always exploit the proletariat, Islam ask people who are 
oppressed to fight against the oppression.
2. Class struggle in capitalist society
In the novel, the writer explains the class struggle in which the lower class 
or proletariat struggles against upper class or bourgeois’ oppression and 
exploitation. The class struggle happens because the proletariats always get the 
unfair action from the bourgeoisie. In the interaction both of them, it shows that 
the proletariat exploited by the bourgeoisie. So, they want to be free from the 
social condition they face by doing struggle against the bourgeoisie’s oppression 
or exploitation. The forms of class struggle in the novel are like going away from 
the work and destroying the system of capitalist. They are as follows: 
Based on the findings, the writer explains the class struggle in datum 41,
the character wants to get out from the place that he thinks that it will kill him. He 
tries to find the way back to the place where he wants to do something to destroy 
the capitalist. Related to the theory of class struggle, the proletariat wants to free
from the bourgeois’ exploitation. The character does class struggle by coming in 
the bourgeois’ place to fight with them. In this data, the writer found that the 
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character struggles against the capitalist by getting capitalist place and destroying 
them inside. 
In datum 42, the characters are talking about whether they are going to run 
from the place or not. This is a big question for their self during their life. But in 
that time they decide to get out of the place by going through the canyon. In this 
data, the writer found that the characters do class struggle to get free from the 
capitalist oppression by going away from it.
In datum 43, it is mentioned that there is a pilot who leads the struggle 
against the capitalist. The pilot is never died, means that if anybody stop fighting, 
there will be another people who want to struggle against the capitalist. In this 
data, the writer found that not only Ky and Vick who want to struggle against the 
capitalist but also there are many people who want.
In datum 44, Ky is trying to wake the people who also are exploited by 
capitalist, he wakes them and tell them about the rising. It means that Ky is not 
alone to struggle, they will be get out of it together. In this data, the writer found 
that Ky and the people around him want to struggle against capitalist by getting 
out of it.
In datum 45, Cassia makes herself sure about the condition right now that 
they have to be free from all the things that make them oppressed. She asks her 
friend to go away from the place. And she hopes they all will get everything they 
want. In this data, the writer found that Cassia is struggling against the capitalist 
oppression by going out from the place and finding another place to get free life. 
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In datum 46, because of the cruel action of the Society, Ky and Vick tries to 
run out with make a blast though it so difficult. Ky wants to teach the other 
workers and do what he and Vick will do. So they can run out too and free from 
the Society’s oppression. In this data, the writer found that Ky is teaching the 
other worker to run from this place. This is the way to struggle against capitalist 
oppression. 
In datum 47, Ky doesn’t know what he will get in Carving when he and his 
friend flee. He just wants to survive and free from the Society oppression, 
exploitation that makes his cannot do what he wants. So, Ky determine to going 
out from the Society. In this data, the writer found that Ky wants to survive and to 
be free from the Society’s oppression. He struggles against the capitalist 
oppression by going out from the place.
In datum 48, Ky and his friend has fled in the Carving to be free from the 
Society. He explains what he feels in the Carving. He cannot say anything while 
he across a big stones in the Carving, nothing else in his minds just run and run. 
He not only flee from the Society but also he want to find a rebellion. In this data, 
the writer found that the way of Ky and his friend struggle by escaping from 
Society’s exploitation. They across the big stone in the carving and run from the 
Society’s place.
In datum 49, Cassia has found the Revolution after her struggle through the 
Carving. But after the members of Revolution search her information in Society, 
so she will be sent in the Society. Cassia will help the Revolution with come back 
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in Society. Revolution is a group of people who want to rebel from capitalist’s 
oppression. This is the first plan to struggle against the Society who has exploited 
Cassia and the other workers as lower class. In this data, the writer found that 
Cassia is sent to Society to destroy the Society. Cassia helps the Revolution by 
becoming a spy in Society. 
Based on the explanation about the class struggle, the writer concluded that 
in the novel showed class struggle by the lower class because of the oppression 
and exploitation. The lower class struggles against the exploitation by escaping 
from the capitalist place and finding a revolution. 
Related to Islamic perception, war in Islam is only allowed to against 
oppression and exploitation. Holly Quran deals with war if a weak society is 
oppressed and there is no way to save them. As mentioned in Surah An-nisa verse 
75: “believers to fight against oppression which is faced men, women and the 
weak children”. However, class struggle showed in the novel has the same goals 
with Marx’ theory and Islam about getting free from oppression and exploitation.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. After finding and 
analyzing the social condition in capitalist society and class struggle against 
capitalist’s oppression in Ally Condie’s novel “Crossed” the writer gives some 
conclusions and suggestions to the readers.
A. Conclusions
After analyzing the data, the writer concludes the result of the research, they are:
1. In novel “Crossed” by Ally Condie, the writer found the social condition in 
capitalist society. The social conditions in capitalist society show that there are
class distinction and human exploitation. 
a. The writer found class distinction divided into two classes; upper class and 
lower class. The two class are:
1) Upper class is the people that have a big power in economic, they are 
also called bourgeoisie. They are the Society and Officer
2) Lower class is the group of people that don’t have power and they work 
to upper class to survive their life. They are as a victims of the upper 
class because they always get unfair act.  They are Cassie, Ky, Indie, and 
Vick.
b. In human exploitation, it shows that lower class is exploited by the upper 
class such us determining their death, activity, love, and punishment.
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2. The writer found class struggle by lower class from capitalist’s oppression. 
The upper class that has political and economical power to exploit the lower 
class. It proves that the lower classes are not powerless. They have become the 
victims of the capitalist system. So, the lower class wants to be free from the 
capitalist/Society’s exploitation. They struggle against Society’s exploitation 
by leaving the Society’s camp and finding a revolution to destroy the Society.
3. Class struggle showed in the novel has the same goals with Marx’s theory and 
Islamic perception about getting free from oppression and exploitation.
B. Suggestions
1. For further research, the writer suggests that to learn more about class struggle 
in capitalist society in literary work. 
2. In analyzing sociology, not only doing the social aspect of character in literary 
works, but also considering the sociological aspect of the author or the reader.
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